From: oldcityfoundation <oldcityfoundation@telus.net>
Date: 0200911 23,  2:00:31 PM PST (CA)
To: diane.katz@fraserinstitute.org, VPO@invalid.domain, Executive@invalid.domain, Jim Hiley <hileyj@agr.gc.ca>
Cc: food@bcfsn.org
Subject: [BCFSN] Irresponsible journalism

FI and fyi.

A friend on the Federal Agricultural Network passed on the often repeated slam of the ALR by the usual suspects who manage to keep getting their message out even in the face of logic.
Other provinces are trying to do what BC did as they wake up and realize what trouble they are now in, having not stopped urban sprawl, a form that is based on a false economy now shuddering to a stop.

The Fraser Institute's repeated maligning of the Land Reserve is criminally irresponsible.  Land planning and control for the environment and social health is a given:
otherwise a higher and best use might be an abattoir on the Fraser Institute  site or just next door, just for a bit of illustrative hyperbole. BC has little farmland and will be looking to create more of it not less; farming as well as urban uses will be moving into the  forests of BC.
We face a collapse of food imports as the end of cheap energy surges through the supply lines, making for $200 papayas for the few that might still afford such things. If you don't start growing locally, you starve.  The current dollar head of lettuce that has en embodied ninety cents worth of oil, oil transport, oil based pesticides etc, will not be coming to your local grocer soon. The new trend lines are in play.

Now we add in the unavoidable refugees of mass migration from climate change and city collapse with peak oil/the end of cheap energy, say a few tens of  millions new people in BC in a generation, and most of them will be wanting to farm something, given suburbs now have a half life equal to that of a car- you can't eat grass. Who in their right mind would advocate
any more suburbia, let alone on farmland?

And for economists, the FI needs to look at the land not in the agricultural zones; if even 10% (of the 95% of BC that is  hillsides)  are suitable for urban (and the number is much higher), that means there is an area for urban use that is three times the ALR.  But then some folks can't see the land for the trees.  The form of new settlements will not be the same as you have been used to; they are not sustainable, just like small-thought tanks.

All the basic assumptions of the past century have died; even the general population gets this for the most part.  Particularly anyone who has  kids. The kids already get it.
The Chinese, the Saudis are doing a raid on land in Africa so they have a better chance of feeding their populations. The Japanese built on the lowlands then had to terrace their hills for food.  What does this say about economists who do not study the mistakes of others?

Regards,
Richard Balfour mabic
On behalf of a few organizations who do not have members on the boards of local papers.
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